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1.

We claim that using the data geometry is precisely
what enables SGD to obtain better generalization
Large-scale learning problems require algorithms
performance.
that scale benignly with respect to the size of the
dataset and the number of parameters to be trained;
leading numerous practitioners to favor the classic
3. Analysis
stochastic gradient descent (SGD [1, 2, 3]) over more
We take a closer look at the dynamics of stochassophisticated methods.
tic gradient methods (with batch sizes ranging from
Besides its fast convergence, SGD has been obone sample to the full training set), in cases when the
served to sometimes lead to signicantly better genenergy function exhibits high curvature or multiple
eralization performance than batch gradient descent.
local optima, and when the data distribution is not
SGD is also quicker than batch methods in adapting
homogeneous.
to non-stationary data distributions. Its Achilles heel
For this, we rst study the continuous-time difare the inherently sequential updates, making it very
fusion process corresponding to SGD, on a class of
dicult to parallelize across many machines; which is
convex learning problems (where each sample makes
clashing with the goals of large-scale learning.
a quadratic contribution to the loss). We characterize
Our goals here are twofold. On the theoretithe expected dierence between training and genercal level, we want to gain a fuller understanding of
alization error, and nd an analytic formulation of
how the dynamics of stochastic updates contrast with
the entire stochastic process for this simple case. The
those of batch updates, and how they are aected by
stationary distribution (for each parameter θ) is the
the conditioning of energy surfaces, the presence of
Gaussian
local optima, and the properties of the data distri !
σ 2
bution. On the practical level, we want to use this
θ− D
1
P (θ) = √
exp
knowledge to design more ecient mini-batch SGD
2s2
2πs
variants (which are parallelizable), together with robust settings for their hyper-parameters.
with variance
The study of stochastic gradient methods dates
ηλσ 2 (D − 1)
back over six decades [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], but to
s2 =
2mD
our knowledge, the present questions remain understudied. The most similar viewpoint is found in ap- where m is the mini-batch size, D is the dataset size,
proaches based on natural gradients and information η is the learning rate, λ is the curvature and σ 2 is
the variance of the data. There is no dierence in exgeometry [8, 9, 10].
pected generalization performance between SGD and
batch gradient descent, if the learning rate η decays
2. Conjecture
to zero. We also derive the optimal settings at each itA distinct feature of stochastic updates is that they eration for the mini-batch size and the learning rates,
capture (geometric) properties of the data distribu- given an estimate of the local curvature and covarition. This is impossible for batch methods, because ance matrices.
these aspects are lost during gradient averaging, alSecond, we analyze a prototypical multi-modal enlowing them only to retain information about the ge- ergy surface, where some of the local optima exhibit
ometry of the energy function. Those geometries may much more robust generalization properties than othor may not be related, but decoupling their eects can ers. Preliminary results show that the higher the
improve our understanding.
stochasticity of the updates (i.e., smaller batch-size),
Motivation

Illustration of generalization dierences. Plotted are median training and test
errors on the generalized XOR task, after training a one hidden layer perceptron until convergence (10k total data samples seen, 10 independent runs per setting). We vary the size
of the training set and compare SGD with the batch method LBFGS, for two dierent network sizes (4 or 20 hidden neurons, on the left and right plots respectively), without using
regularization. We observe that LBFGS overts more prominently to small datasets than
SGD.
Figure 1.

the higher the likelihood of converging to a robust
optimum.
4.

Experiments

Our analytical results make simplied assumptions
on the problem structure. Thus, in order to demonstrate that the results hold qualitatively on real-world
problems, we conducted two sets of neural-network
training experiments.
Using small multilayer perceptrons on the generalized XOR task, we can do extensive comparisons
(on convergence speed and generalization) by varying
all of the following parameters: regularization coefcient, size of training dataset, network size, size of
mini-batch and learning rate.
In a second batch of experiments, we apply our
new settings to training convolutional networks on the
MNIST digit recognition dataset, and determine the
speedups in computation time gained from adaptive
mini-batch sizes. We also determine the impact on
generalization of maintaining SGD-levels of stochasticity in the mini-batch updates.
5.

Conclusion

Motivated by scalability and parallelization issues,
study how stochastic gradient updates can improve
generalization performance, due to better capturing
the underlying geometry of the data distribution. Our
approach builds on analytically tractable, prototypical problem classes, and the conclusions are then validated on two classical neural network learning problems.
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